


Estellencs (Mallorca, Spain) 

The favourite destination for the tourist  
 
Estellencs is a little village of Mallorca,it is one of the 
village less populated of Mallorca, there are  only 300 
residents but in summer many people come of other 
countries. This village has a beautiful road and is 
perfect to look while you drive the car, if you walk, or 
if you go by bus. Estellencs is peaceful, attractive, the 
forests are leafy, this village is perfect to disconnect, and admire the scenery, 
when you stay at this village is like the time passes more slowly and this 
helps you to disconnect and relax, the only thing  that reminds you that the 
time passes are the big bells of the church.  

 
FEATURED EXCURSION: The ascent to the Galatzó. 

 
The peak of this mountain is at 1025 meters, at the peak you can 

contemplate all Mallorca, the total time of this tour is of around  4:50 hours, 

but the tour is worth the effort. 

ITINERARY 
 
1.We walk 10 minutes, then we turn at the 

right. 

2. We go up at the peak walking other 10 
minutes. 
 
3. Then we go straight on. 

4. At the peak we go to walk, and we go to rest, and we go to eat, the time that 

we pass in the peak is of around 1 hour. 

BENEFIT OF THE EXCURSION 
➜ The activities don’t pollute the environment. 

➜ The activities are beneficial for the tourist and for the people of the village. 

➜ You learn a lot about  of the village and  the monuments. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES: 
1. Go shopping  in the local shops. 
2. Go to the farms to know the life at the farm and their local products.. 
3. Rest at the Hotel.  
4. Go swimming. 

        By Ronald  



Xúquer Aventura (Cullera) 

Why can you practise alternative tourism in this place?     

Because all the activities respect the environment. You can visit the area 
“la ribera” going down the river with a Kayak. It is an eco-friendly way to 
do tourism and practice sport at the same time. 

 

What are its main characteristics? 

You can Kayak down the river from different points, depending on your 
ability. 

Description of place:  

The main point is located in Cullera by the river Xúquer. The location is 
very attractive for tourist. It’s a pleasant place and for from  the crowded 
touristic area. The second point in “Azud de la Marquesa” which is famous 
for its amazing natural beauty. It’s a quiet place to enjoy nature in a 
relaxing atmosphere. You can only hear the pleasant animal and water 
sounds.  

Activities you can do there: 

1. Rent a Kayak and go on your canoe. You can practice sport or go 
fishing. 

2. Take a tour with a monitor . You can choose different possibilities. 
Go down the river  from “Azud de la Marquesa” or go up the river 
from Cullera. Both possibilities are great to discover and enjoy the 
nature along the river.  

3. You can also kayak in the sea although this is better for experts 

David Hervas 



MORELLA (Castellón , Spain) 

 

 

By Mónica 

 

    

 

 



Ecotourism in Natural Park of La Albufera 
 
 it’s a park near Valencia that contains the largest lake in Spain and one of the 
most important wetlands on the Iberian Peninsula. A place of great ecological 
interest. Is a nice and pleasent place. It’s peaceful because it isn’t crowded, and 
it isn’t noisy but you can listen the birds’ sounds. Also it has got shady zones 
because contains trees and vegetation. This park is situated near Valencia 

 
Here you can enjoy a nice boat ride to see the park, 
eat paella on board, watch  the wonderful sunsets, 
birdwatching and go fishing…. 

 

 

Adventure tourism in Las Hoces del Cabriel 
  
 Natural Park of Las Hoces del Cabriel is a park that is around the Cabriel river. 
It’s one of the most significative natural spaces of the Valencian territory. It’s 
important because of its fauna, flora, landscape, and its socio-economic and 
cultural values linked to the traditional rural environment. The river is the 
home to a rich vegetation and protected birds like the golden eagle, Bonelli's 
eagle or the owl. The river also is one of the best wildlife reserves river. Cabriel 
Valley is the best conserved riverside forest of Valencia. This park is situated 
between Valencia and Cuenca. 

 

You can do rafting, canyoning, horse 
riding, hiking…. 

 

By Roser 


